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ABSTRACT: A systematic analysis is performed on the effectiveness of
removing degrees of freedom from hydrogen atoms andror increasing hydrogen
masses to increase the efficiency of molecular dynamics simulations of
hydrogen-rich systems such as proteins in water. In proteins, high-frequency
bond-angle vibrations involving hydrogen atoms limit the time step to 3 fs,
which is already a factor of 1.5 beyond the commonly used time step of 2 fs.
Removing these degrees of freedom from the system by constructing hydrogen
atoms as dummy atoms, allows the time step to be increased to 7 fs, a factor of
3.5 compared with 2 fs. Additionally, a gain in simulation stability can be
achieved by increasing the masses of hydrogen atoms with remaining degrees of
freedom from 1 to 4 u. Increasing hydrogen mass without removing the
high-frequency degrees of freedom allows the time step to be increased only to
4 fs, a factor of two, compared with 2 fs. The net gain in efficiency of sampling
configurational space may be up to 15% lower than expected from the increase
in time step due to the increase in viscosity and decrease in diffusion constant.
In principle, introducing dummy atoms and increasing hydrogen mass do not
influence thermodynamical properties of the system and dynamical properties
are shown to be influenced only to a moderate degree. Comparing the maximum

Ž .time step attainable with these methods 7 fs to the time step of 2 fs that is
routinely used in simulation, and taking into account the increase in viscosity
and decrease in diffusion constant, we can say that a net gain in simulation
efficiency of a factor of 3 to 3.5 can be achieved. Q 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
J Comput Chem 20: 786]798, 1999
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Introduction

he maximum time step in molecular dynam-T Ž .ics MD simulations is limited by the small-
est oscillation period that can be found in the
simulated system. Bond-stretching vibrations are
the fastest atomic motions in a molecule, typically
in the order of 10 fs. A classical treatment of these
motions is not correct because such vibrations are
in their quantum-mechanical ground state. For a
proper treatment quantum-mechanical calculations
should be included. It stands to reason, therefore,

Ž .that for normal classical MD these motions are
Žignored altogether i.e., they can be better repre-

.sented by a constraint .
For the remaining degrees of freedom, the

shortest oscillation period as measured from a
simulation is 13 fs for bond-angle vibrations in-

Ž .volving hydrogen atoms Table I . Taking as a
Ž .guideline that, with a Verlet leap-frog integration

scheme, a minimum of five numerical integration
steps should be performed per period of harmonic
oscillation, in order to integrate it with reasonable
accuracy,1 the maximum time step will be about 3
fs. This is slightly larger than the 2 fs routinely
used in MD simulations of biomolecules in water.
Disregarding these very fast oscillations of period

Ž13 fs which are also in the quantum-mechanical
.ground state the next shortest periods are around

20 fs, which will allow a maximum time step of
about 4 fs. In simulations with constrained bond
lengths and angles, it has recently been shown that

Žhydrogen atom dihedral angle motions e.g., rota-
.tion of hydroxyl groups impose a 5-fs limit on the

time step, whereas nonhydrogen atomic collisions
Ž .Lennard]Jones ‘‘rattling’’ restrict the time step to
a maximum of 10 fs.2

The fastest motions in a simulation will invari-
ably involve hydrogen atoms, because these are by
far the lightest atoms present in all biological sys-
tems. The biologically relevant behavior of these
systems take place mostly on large time scales—at
least several nanoseconds, but often seconds, or
even beyond. On these time scales hardly any
influence can be expected from the tens of fem-
toseconds-long oscillations of hydrogen atoms.

The obvious solution would be to constrain all
bond angles involving hydrogen atoms in all
molecules, in addition to all bond lengths. With
the SHAKE constraint algorithm3 this can already
be done, but SHAKE tends to break down with time
steps beyond 2 fs. The generally more robust and
faster LINCS constraint algorithm4 is now preferred
over SHAKE,5 but cannot handle the highly con-
nected constraints that arise from constraining both
bonds and angles.4 The most elegant solution
would be to eliminate these high-frequency de-
grees of freedom from the system altogether.

ŽFor hydrogen atoms in large molecules e.g.,
.proteins this can be implemented in a rather

TABLE I.
Characteristic Oscillation Periods of Atomic Motions in MD Simulations.a

( )Period fsf Ic
y 1 2( ) ( )Motion kJ mol u nm Calc. Sim.

Bond stretch, H 400 000 m = 1 u 10 10
Bond stretch, heavy atoms 500 000 m = 12 u 30 20
Water libration — 0.0059 — 28
Water rotation — 0.0059 — 1300
Angle, H 375 0.010 32 20
Angle, heavy atoms 450 0.27 154 45

+Angle —NH group, C—N—H 375 0.010 32 223
+Angle —NH group, H—N—H 750 0.010 23 133

Improper, planar 167 — — 28
Improper, tetrahedrical 335 — — 27
Dihedral, peptide bond 33 0.20 489 28

+Dihedral, —NH group 3.8 0.023 489 893
Dihedral, OH group 1.3 0.0094 53 43

a ( )f : force constant; I: moment of inertia, or atomic mass for bond stretching; calc.: calculated from eq. 1 ; sim.: highest frequencyc
significant peak in spectrum of angle respectively dihedral motion from simulation. An entry of ‘‘—’’ means not applicable, or not
determinable.
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straightforward manner. Instead of connecting a
hydrogen atom with bonds, angles, and dihedrals
to the molecule, the position of the hydrogen will
be generated every MD step based on the position
of three nearby heavy atoms. All forces acting on
the hydrogen atom will be redistributed over these
heavy atoms. A particle treated in this manner is
referred to as a dummy atom.6, 7 To keep the total
mass in the system constant, the mass of each
hydrogen atom that is treated in this way should
be added to the bonded heavy atom. Care should
be taken that for groups with internal rotation
Ž .e.g., hydroxyl or amine groups only the other
internal degrees of freedom of the group should be
fixed, but the rotational freedom should remain.

A special case is the movement of water
molecules. The internal geometries of the popular
water models are already rigid, so the high-
frequency motions are, in this case, librational mo-
tions of the whole water molecule. The only way
these motions can be slowed down is by increasing
the moments of inertia of the water molecule. This
can be done best by increasing the mass of the
hydrogen atoms while decreasing the mass of the
oxygen atoms, such that the total mass will remain
unchanged. A similar modification can be made
for groups with internal rotational freedom, as
hydroxyl or amine groups, which will display mo-
tional frequencies close to those of water. All this,
of course, constitutes a nontrivial deviation from
‘‘physical reality’’ and requires justification.

The equilibrium distribution of a system of par-
ticles that behaves according to classical statistical

Ž .mechanics as in MD is not dependent on the
masses of the individual particles. This is not
strictly true if constraints are present, due to the
mass dependence of the metric tensor correction,
but these corrections are usually zero or negligible.
Therefore, we are at liberty to choose appropriate
masses without affecting thermodynamic proper-
ties.

This idea was originally proposed by Jacucci
and Rahman at a CECAM workshop in 1974,8 and
has been investigated in some detail since6, 9, 10 and
used in our laboratory before.11 None of these
studies contains a thorough theoretical analysis of
the effects of altered masses. Moreover, those in-
vestigators who have used a systematic approach
have not kept the total mass of the system constant
and have failed to notice that this in fact scales
system time. This is most pronounced in Mao et
al.12 who reported simulations at 600 K and nor-
mal time steps with all masses uniformly in-

creased by a factor of 10, but who actually simu-
'lated normal masses with a 10 times smaller

time step at 6000 K. This increase in system tem-
perature accounted for all of the improved confor-
mational sampling that was reported. Also, the
approach, as outlined, has not been applied to

Ž .simulations of biological macro molecules, which
require additional modifications.

The issue is, again, time scales that are of inter-
est for the study of biological systems. On these
time scales, at least several nanoseconds, the prop-
erties of the water will average and the influence
of water on the dynamics of the system is exerted
through its bulk properties, like diffusion constant,
viscosity, and dielectric relaxation time. Hydrogen
motions in proteins are almost uncoupled from the
main chain vibrations and will therefore hardly
influence the behavior of the system on these time
scales.

Methods

MD SIMULATIONS

All MD simulations were performed using the
following parameters and methods, unless stated

Ž .otherwise. The Verlet integration scheme leapfrog
was used.13 The GROMOS-87 force field14 was used,
with increased repulsion between water oxygen
and carbon atoms.15 Explicit hydrogens were de-
fined for the aromatic rings; the resulting parame-
ter set is the one referred to as SW by Daura et al.16

Periodic boundary conditions with a rectangular
box were applied. LINCS4 was used to constrain all
covalent bonds in nonwater molecules. The SETTLE

algorithm was used to constrain bond lengths and
angles in the water molecules.17 The temperature
was controlled using weak coupling to a bath19 of
300 K with a time constant of 0.1 ps. Protein and
water were independently coupled to the heat
bath. Initial velocities were randomly generated
from a Maxwell distribution at 300 K, in accor-
dance with the masses assigned to the atoms. The
pressure was also controlled using weak coupling
with a time constant of 1.0 ps.

The starting conformation for the water simula-
Žtions was generated by equilibrating 820 SPC sim-

. 20ple point charge water molecules in a 3.2-nm
cubic box for 100 ps at 300 K and 1 bar, using a
time step of 2 fs, and other parameters as stated
earlier. Subsequently, the masses were reassigned
Ž .see Table II , and an additional equilibration was
done for 10 ps using the same parameters. The
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TABLE II.
Atomic Masses in Water.a

( )Mass u Drift EI h D t D ttotH bond ma x
2 y 4 y 1 y 1 y 9 2 y 1 y 1 y 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )H O u nm 10 kg m s 10 m s ps kJ mol ps fs

1 16 0.0059 4.3 4.08 0.67 1.04 6.6
2 14 0.0104 4.7 3.89 0.74 0.86 8.9
3 12 0.0133 4.9 3.79 0.89 0.42 10.0
4 10 0.0148 4.9 3.34 0.79 0.36 10.3
5 8 0.0148 5.1 3.50 0.84 0.47 10.4
6 6 0.0133 5.3 3.35 0.84 0.59 8.6
7 4 0.0104 5.2 3.34 0.88 0.43 7.5
8 2 0.0059 5.1 3.60 0.95 0.61 5.6
Real H O — 8.0 2.3 0.59 — —2
Real D O — — 2.0 — — —2

a I: corresponding smallest moments of inertia; resulting dynamical properties: h: viscosity; D: diffusion constant. Values of H O2
33 ( ) 31and D O from Lide et al. and hydrogen-bond lifetime t value of H O from Montrose ; RMS drift of the total energy over2 H bond 2

( )12 runs at a time step of 4 fs; maximum time step D t at a maximum order of 10 of the drift as a function of time step.ma x

Ž .same procedure was applied to a smaller 1.9-nm
cubic box containing 216 SPC water molecules and
an elongated box of 1.9 = 1.9 = 5.6 nm containing
648 SPC water molecules. The resulting conforma-
tions for each hydrogen mass and box shapes and
sizes were used as a starting conformation for all
simulations of water.

Short simulations of 1 ps starting from the equi-
librated water structures of the small box of 216
SPC waters for each set of atomic masses were
performed to determine the total energy drift as
function of atomic mass and time step. Time steps
of 0.5 to 15 fs were used; simulations with larger
time steps were not stable. A shift function21 was
applied for Coulomb and Lennard]Jones interac-
tions, which decreases the potential over the whole
region and lets potential and force decay smoothly
to zero between 0.5 and 0.75 nm. This introduces
some artifacts into the simulation,21, 22 but it effec-
tively removes noise from cutoff effects, enabling
an accurate assessment of the simulation accuracy
as determined by the time step. Neighbor list gen-
eration was performed every time step to exclude
possible errors from diffusion of particles in be-
tween neighbor list updates. No pressure coupling
was applied, instead the system was equilibrated
to the right pressure and density and subsequently
simulated at constant volume. No temperature
coupling was applied.

Longer simulations of 100 ps starting from the
equilibrated water structures for each set of atomic
masses were performed to determine the dynami-
cal properties of water; that is, diffusion constant,
lifetime of hydrogen bonds, and viscosity. For de-

termination of the viscosity the elongated box of
648 SPC waters was used. For the other determina-
tions the cubic box of 820 SPC waters was used. A
time step of 2 fs was used. A twin-range cutoff for
nonbonded interactions was employed with a
short-range cutoff for Lennard]Jones and Coulomb
interactions of 0.9 nm, which were calculated ev-
ery simulation step, and a long-range cutoff of 1.1
nm for Coulomb interactions, which were calcu-
lated during neighbor-list generation at every 10th

Ž .step 20 fs . Neighbor searching was done based
on the centers of geometry of the water molecules.18

This is the same parameter set as was used by Van
der Spoel et al.23

The simulations of a protein were performed
Žwith the small protein HPr NMR PDB entry

24 .1HDN . This 85-residue arb protein consists of
a four-stranded antiparallel b-sheet flanked on one
side by three antiparallel a-helices. The protein
was solvated by generating a cubic box of SPC
water molecules, such that the minimum distance
between the protein and the edge of the periodic
box would be 0.6 nm, resulting in a cubic box of
4.7 nm. All water molecules from the generated
box of water that were within 0.23 nm of a protein
atom were removed, leaving 2985 water molecules
around the protein. The resulting conformation
was energy minimized with harmonic constraints
on the atomic coordinates of the protein. Subse-
quently, a round of 10 ps of MD was performed,
also with harmonic constraints on the atomic coor-
dinates of the protein to relax the water orientation
near the protein. The final conformation was used
as starting conformation for simulations of the
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protein in water. Additionally, another 10 ps of
MD was performed starting from this conforma-
tion. From these two final conformations the water
was removed and the protein was allowed to relax
for 1 ps in a vacuum environment. The final con-
formations from both 1-ps vacuum simulations
were used as starting conformations for simula-
tions of the protein in vacuum.

Short simulations of 1 ps of the protein in vac-
uum were performed to determine the total energy
drift as function of time step. Four different topol-

Žogy types were used: the normal topology ‘‘nor-
.mal 1 u’’ ; with the hydrogen atoms increased

Ž .fourfold in mass ‘‘normal 4 u’’ ; with dummy
Ž .hydrogens ‘‘dummy 1 u’’ ; and with dummy hy-

drogens and remaining hydrogens fourfold in-
Ž .creased in mass ‘‘dummy 4 u’’ . Time steps of 0.5

to 7 fs were used; simulations with larger time
steps were not stable. No cutoff for Lennard]Jones
or Coulomb interactions was applied and no peri-
odic boundary conditions were used. No tempera-
ture coupling was applied. Although simulations
of a protein in vacuum are generally not relevant
for the majority of applications, these simulations
do allow for a relatively accurate estimate of the
energy drift, which is not possible for a simulation
of the protein in water. Distortions of the shape of
the protein by the vacuum environment might
influence energy drift, but are unlikely to occur
within the 1-ps duration of the simulations.

Long simulations of 1 ns of the protein in water
were performed to determine the long-term prop-

erties of a protein using the ‘‘normal 1 u,’’ ‘‘nor-
mal 4 u,’’ ‘‘dummy 1 u,’’ and ‘‘dummy 4 u’’
topologies, with time steps ranging from 1 to 7 fs.
Long-range Coulomb interactions were calculated
using PPPM25, 26 with a grid spacing of 0.09 nm.
Neighbor list generation was performed every 10
time steps. No pressure coupling was applied,
instead the system was equilibrated to the right
pressure and density and subsequently simulated
at constant volume, resulting in average system
pressures ranging from 14 to 80 bar, with an aver-
age of 44 bar. Within this range of pressures, no
influence is likely to exist on the properties of the
protein.

All MD simulations were carried out using the
GROMACS molecular dynamics package27, 28 on a

Ž .Silicon Graphics SGI Power Challenge with MIPS
R10000 processors and on SGI O2 Workstations
with MIPS R5000 processors. CPU times for the

Ž .long 1 ns runs of the protein in water on the SGI
Power Challenge machine are summarized in Table
III, for a total of 130 days of CPU time.

SYSTEM TOPOLOGY

Normal topologies, with constraints on all bonds
and no constraints on angles, were generated us-
ing standard GROMACS topology building tools.
These tools were modified to optionally produce
the modified topologies containing the dummy
atoms and remove all bond, angle, and dihedral

TABLE III.
( )Summary of Long 1-ns Simulations of Protein in Water for Simulations with ‘‘Normal 1 u,’’ ‘‘Normal 4 u,’’

a‘‘Dummy 1 u,’’ and ‘‘Dummy 4 u,’’ Topologies.

( ) ( )RMS deviation nm Sec. Struct. % No. of H Bonds
CPU

Normal Dummy Normal Dummy Normal DummyNstepsD t time
3( ) ( ) ( )fs =10 hs 1 u 4 u 1 u 4 u 1 u 4 u 1 u 4 u 1 u 4 u 1 u 4 u

1 1000 341 0.11 0.12 0.18 0.11 87 86 85 84 114 112 117 114
2 500 171 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.13 86 85 87 85 114 111 116 118
3 333 114 0.15 0.09 0.17 0.13 87 87 82 86 114 115 114 116
4 250 86 — 0.16 0.15 0.14 — 87 85 86 — 114 116 114
5 200 68 — — 0.12 0.16 — — 87 85 — — 116 114
6 167 57 — — 0.13 0.15 — — 88 85 — — 117 118
7 143 49 — — 0.11 0.18 — — 89 84 — — 113 116

a Simulation parameters: time step; number of steps; total run time on an SGI Power Challenge with MIPS R10000 processors,
averaged over the four topology types. Long-term average properties: RMS deviation of all backbone atoms with respect to the

(starting structure, averaged over the last 100 ps; secondary structure content % of residues not in random-coil conformation,
3 4 )according to the DSSP program averaged over 100 to 1000 ps; number of interprotein hydrogen bonds averaged over 100 to

1000 ps. Entries of ‘‘—’’ indicate failure of the simulation to run without errors, which was also the case for time steps larger than
7 fs.
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definitions that have become obsolete due to the
introduction of the dummy atoms. Also, option-
ally, masses of all remaining normal hydrogen
atoms can be increased by a factor of four, while
subtracting this increase from the bonded heavy
atom. More details are included in the following
section.

Construction of Dummy Atoms

The goal of defining hydrogen atoms as dummy
atoms is to remove all high-frequency degrees of
freedom from them. In some cases, not all degrees
of freedom of a hydrogen atom should be removed
Že.g., in the case of hydroxyl or amine groups the

Ž .rotational freedom of the hydrogen atom s should
.be preserved . Care should be taken that no un-

wanted correlations are introduced by the con-
struction of dummy atoms; for example, bond-an-
gle vibration between the constructing atoms could
translate into hydrogen bond-length vibration. Ad-
ditionally, because dummy atoms are, by defini-
tion, massless, in order to preserve total system
mass, the mass of each hydrogen atom treated as a
dummy atom should be added to the bonded
heavy atom.

All forces acting on the dummy atoms must be
redistributed over the constructing atoms.7 Dum-
my atom positions can be calculated easily from
any three atoms that have a fixed orientation with
respect to each other. If the constructing atoms
move significantly with respect to each other, nor-
malized vectors will have to be used to ensure the
right position for the dummy atom. This results in
complicated derivatives in the force redistribution,
which are described in detail in the Appendix.

Taking into account these considerations, the
hydrogen atoms in a protein naturally fall into one
of several categories, each requiring a different

Ž .approach see Fig. 1 :

B Ž . Ž .Hydroxyl —OH or sulfhydryl —SH hydro-
gen. The only internal degree of freedom in a
hydroxyl group that can be constrained is
the bending of the C—O—H angle. This
angle is fixed by defining an additional bond

Ž .of appropriate length Fig. 1A . This re-
moves the high-frequency angle bending, but
leaves the dihedral rotational freedom. The
same goes for a sulfhydryl group. Note that,
in these cases, the hydrogen is not treated as
a dummy atom.

FIGURE 1. Schematic view of the different types of
dummy atom constructions used. The atoms used in the

( )construction of the dummy atom s are depicted as
black circles, dummy atoms as gray circles. Hydrogens

( )are smaller than heavy atoms. A Fixed bond angle.
( )Note that here the hydrogen is not a dummy atom. B In

( )the plane of three atoms, with fixed distance. C In the
( )plane of three atoms, with fixed angle and distance. D

( +)Construction for amine groups —NH or —NH . See2 3
text for details.

B Ž .Single amine or amide —NH— and aromatic
Ž .hydrogens —CH— . The position of these

hydrogens cannot be constructed from a lin-
ear combination of bond vectors, because of
the flexibility of the angle between the heavy
atoms. Instead, the hydrogen atom is posi-
tioned at a fixed distance from the bonded
heavy atom on a line going through the
bonded heavy atom and a point on the line

Ž .through both second bonded atoms Fig. 1B .
B Ž .Planar amine —NH hydrogens. The method2

used for the single amide hydrogen is not
well suited for planar amine groups, be-
cause no suitable two heavy atoms can be
found to define the direction of the hydro-
gen atoms. Instead, the hydrogen is con-
structed at a fixed distance from the nitro-
gen atom, with a fixed angle to the carbon
atom, in the plane defined by one of the

Ž .other heavy atoms Fig. 1C .
B qŽ .Amine group umbrella —NH or —NH2 3

hydrogens. Amine hydrogens with rotational
freedom cannot be constructed as dummy
atoms from the heavy atoms they are con-
nected to, because this would result in loss
of the rotational freedom of the amine group.
To preserve the rotational freedom while
removing the hydrogen-bond-angle degrees
of freedom, two ‘‘dummy masses’’ are con-
structed with the same total mass, moment

Žof inertia for rotation around the C—N
.bond , and center of mass as the amine

group. These dummy masses have no inter-
action with any other atom, except for the
fact that they are connected to the carbon
and to each other, resulting in a rigid trian-
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gle. From these three particles, the positions
of the nitrogen and hydrogen atoms are con-
structed as linear combinations of the two
carbon-mass vectors and their outer prod-
uct, resulting in an amine group with rota-
tional freedom intact, but without other in-

Ž .ternal degrees of freedom Fig, 1D .

Additionally, all bonds, angles, and dihedrals
that are defined on one of the degrees of freedom
that were removed are also removed. This boils
down to removing all bonds to dummy atoms, all
angles that involve two or three dummy atoms,
and all dihedrals that involve at least one dummy
atom and for which all other atoms are used in

Ž .constructing the dummy atom s . Note that this
leaves the whole force field unchanged.

As a second option, all remaining hydrogen
Žatoms i.e., in hydroxyl, sulfhydryl, amine groups,

.and water can be increased in mass, with the
increase subtracted from the bonded heavy atom.
This leaves the total mass constant, but increases
the moment of inertia of the group, effectively
slowing down the motions. For the dummy mass
and dummy atom construction of the amine group
Ž .type D as described earlier , this will have the net
result of the dummy masses being placed further
apart in accordance with the desired increase in
moment of inertia.

It should be noted that in the GROMOS-87 force
field aliphatic hydrogens are implicit; that is, they
are represented as united C—H atoms. For an
all-atom force field with all hydrogen atoms ex-
plicit, an additional number of hydrogen dummy
atoms will have to be constructed every time step;
for instance, for the 85-residue protein, 165 hydro-
gen atoms are present in the GROMOS-87 force field,
but an additional 488 aliphatic hydrogens are im-
plicit. Constructing the 165 hydrogen dummy
atoms takes far less than 0.1% of the total com-
puter time, so constructing 653 hydrogen dummy
atoms will still have no noticeable effect on the
total cost of simulating.

DETERMINATION OF SYSTEM PROPERTIES

Motional Periods

Periods of oscillation were measured from a
simulation of the protein in water with a time step
of 0.5 fs, by taking the highest frequency signifi-
cant peak from the spectrum of the motion. Peri-
ods were also calculated from the force field pa-

rameters using:

1r2I
Ž .T s 2p 1ž /fc

where I is the moment of inertia, determined by
bond lengths and masses, and f the force constantc
of the corresponding angle or dihedral potential.

Ž .Eq. 1 neglects effects of coupling with the sur-
roundings.

Energy Drift

As outlined earlier, the simulations used to de-
termine the drift in total energy of the simulated
system were performed with neither temperature
nor pressure coupling. For the water box, a shifted
potential for electrostatic and Lennard]Jones inter-
actions was used to eliminate cutoff effects and,
for the protein, no cutoff for interactions was used.
This was done to minimize as much as possible all

Ž .sources of integration errors notably cutoff effects ,
except for those caused by the ratio between time
step and fastest motional periods. Also, double-

Ž .precision 8 bytes floating-point calculations were
used during the simulation. The limited accuracy
of summing up millions of interactions in single
precision gives rise to additional drift that ob-
scures the effects we intend to investigate, espe-
cially in the smaller time-step regime. As a mea-

Ž .sure of the accuracy, the root-mean-square RMS
averaged drift in the total energy obtained from a
least-squares linear fit over the last 0.9 ps of 1-ps
simulations was used.1

Because the drift in the total energy of a well-in-
tegrated system is diffusive in nature, an apprecia-
ble number of independent simulations needs to
be performed to get an accurate estimate of this
drift. The root-mean-square drift provides a reli-
able measure for the accuracy of the simulation.
For the water box, 12 simulations were performed
for each time-steprmass combination, each with a
different random seed to generate initial velocities.
For the protein, two different starting conforma-
tions were used, for which six simulations with
different random seeds were performed for each
time-steprtopology-type combination. This adds
up to 1440 1-ps simulations of the water box, for a
total of 12.4 hours of CPU time on a MIPS R10000
processor, and 560 1-ps simulations for the protein,
for a total of 5.4 hours of CPU time.
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The fluctuation of the total energy, which can be
determined easily from a single simulation, is an
inappropriate measure to assess the simulation

Ž .accuracy of a Verlet-type leap-frog integration
scheme, because it is of second order in time step,
whereas the drift is of second to third order.1

Diffusion Constant

Ž .Diffusion constants D for water were calcu-
Ž .lated from the mean square displacement MSD

of the water molecules using the Einstein relation
for diffusion in three dimensions29:

²5 Ž . Ž . 5 2: Ž .r t y r 0 s 6Dt 2

D was determined by a linear fit to the plot of the
MSD vs. time.

Viscosity

The procedure for determination of the viscosity
was modified after Berendsen.30 Viscosity was de-
termined in a nonequilibrium simulation setup
where an external shear-stress acceleration field
was applied:

2p zi Ž .a s A cos 3i , x ž /l z

with a being the acceleration in the x direction,i, x
A the acceleration amplitude, z the z-coordinatei
of the particle, l the length of the box in thez
z-direction. Application of this shear-stress acceler-
ation gradient induces a velocity gradient of the
same shape. For a Newtonian fluid, the dynamic
viscosity, h, is given as the the ratio between the
applied acceleration amplitude, A, and the result-
ing velocity amplitude, V 30 :

2A lz Ž .h s r 4ž /V 2p

where r is the density and l the box length in thez
z-direction of the system.

The scaling procedure used in temperature cou-
pling was modified to exclude the induced veloc-
ity gradient while applying temperature scaling.

Care was taken to choose the acceleration am-
plitude low enough to prevent the appearance of
ordering in the water and high enough to get a
velocity gradient that is discernible over the ther-
mal velocities. An amplitude of 0.07 nm psy2 was

Žfound to perform best E. Apol, personal commu-
.nications ; this results in a velocity amplitude of

the order of 0.1 nm psy1, which corresponds to
roughly 10% of the root-mean-square thermal ve-
locity at 300 K, which is 1.1 nm psy1. For the same
reason, the acceleration field was applied along the

Žlongest edge three times the length of the other
.edges of the rectangular simulation box.

The velocity, V, amplitude was calculated using
a spatial Fourier component30 :

2 2p zi Ž .V s v cos 5Ý i , x ž /N lzi

which was stored at every time step. The viscosity
Ž .was calculated from eq. 4 , using the average

velocity amplitude over the last 90 ps of the simu-
lations to exclude the equilibrational part in which
buildup of the velocity gradient still occurs.

Lifetime of Hydrogen Bonds

Hydrogen bonds between water molecules were
defined using a simple angle and distance criterion
Ži.e., angle hydrogen donor]acceptor F 608 and

.distance donor]acceptor F 0.35 nm , yielding a
switch function of 1 when a hydrogen bond is
present, and 0 otherwise. The hydrogen-bond life-
time is determined as the half-life time of the
autocorrelation of the switch function.

Results

WATER

Energy Drift

In Figure 2A, the energy drift is plotted as a
function of hydrogen mass and time step. Note
that, for clarity, the graphs for the 2-, 3-, 6-, and

Ž7-fs time steps are not shown they all lie in
.between the plotted graphs . The drift as a func-

tion of time step is of second order, which lies
within the expected range of second to third order.1

At time steps of ) 7 fs for the 1- and 8-u simula-
tions and ) 10 fs for the 4- and 5-u simulations, a
transition occurs from second to higher order.

Taking a rather arbitrary value of 10 as a maxi-
mum for the order of the drift as a function of the
time step, a maximum time step can be deter-
mined for each hydrogen mass. As summarized in
Table II, these time steps correspond to the sharp
increase in the slope of the plots in Figure 2A. For
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FIGURE 2. RMS averaged drift in the total energy as a
( ) (function of time step of: A a box of SPC water 648

) (atoms with different hydrogen masses graphs for 2, 3,
) ( )6, and 7 u are omitted for clarity ; B a small protein

( ) (805 atoms with different topology types ‘‘normal 1 u,’’
)‘‘normal 4 u,’’ ‘‘dummy 1 u,’’ and ‘‘dummy 4 u’’ .

water with the normal mass distribution, the maxi-
mum time step is 6.6 fs. The largest attainable time
step of 10.4 fs occurs with water with a hydrogen
mass of 5 u, an increase of a factor of 1.6. Accord-

Ž .ing to eq. 1 , this is consistent with the increase in
moment of inertia of a factor of 2.5. This corre-
spondence is a clear indication that the librational

Ž .frequency of SPC water is the major factor deter-
mining the maximum possible time step for accu-
rate integration. Alternatively, a maximum for the
magnitude of the drift could be chosen to deter-
mine maximum time steps; however, these data
would be rather inconsistent due to the large fluc-
tuation present in the magnitude of the drift. The
very sharp increase in the order of the drift allows
for a much more accurate determination of maxi-
mum time steps.

Diffusion

The diffusion constant as determined from the
simulations for different atomic masses ranges
from 4.1 ? 10y9 m2 sy1 at a hydrogen mass of 1 u
to 3.3 ? 10y9 m2 sy1 at a mass of 4 u, or a decrease

Ž .by a factor of 1.2 see Table II . Compared with the
difference between diffusion constants of SPC wa-

Ž y9 2 y1. Ž y9 2ter 4.1 ? 10 m s and real water 2.3 ? 10 m
y1 .s , a difference of a factor of 1.8, the variation

caused by changing the hydrogen mass is rela-
tively small.

Viscosity

Viscosity for different atomic masses ranges
from 4.3 ? 10y4 kg my1 sy1 at a hydrogen mass of
1 u to 5.3 ? 10y4 kg my1 sy1 at a mass of 6 u. At a
mass of 4 u, which yields the highest maximum
time step, the viscosity is 4.9 ? 10y4 kg my1 sy1, an

Ž .increase of a factor of 1.1 see Table II . Compared
with the difference between the viscosity of SPC

Ž y4 y1 y1. Žwater 4.3 ? 10 kg m s and real water 8.0 ?
y4 y1 y1.10 kg m s , a factor of 1.9, the variation

caused by changing the hydrogen mass is small.
Still, the result can be significant in the sense that
large-scale consorted motions in the simulation
Ž .e.g., domain motions of proteins , will be limited
by the viscosity of water, which means that a
higher viscosity of water will result in slower
protein motion. It can be expected that the maxi-
mum slowing down will be of similar order as the

Žincrease in the viscosity of the water i.e., about
.14% .

Hydrogen Bond Lifetime

The hydrogen bond lifetime increases monoton-
ically with the hydrogen mass, from 0.67 ps at a

Ž .mass of 1 u to 0.95 ps at 8 u see Table II , when
the single deviating value at 3 u is ignored. At a
hydrogen mass of 4 u, the lifetime is 0.79 ps, which
is an increase by a factor of 1.2 with respect to the
value of normal SPC water. The lifetime of hydro-

Ž .gen bonds in normal SPC water 0.67 ps may be
compared with an experimental estimate of 0.59
ps,31 on the basis of fluctuations in the anisotropy
of molecular polarizability, as determined from
depolarized Rayleigh scattering measurements.

PROTEIN

Energy Drift

In Table IV, a summary is given of the results of
Ž .the protein simulations see also Fig. 2B . For time

steps of 1 fs and below, the drift is diffusive in
nature, as was the case for the water box, which
gives rise to relatively large variations in the deter-
mined drift. For larger time steps, the drift be-
comes systematic and is always positive. The order
of the drift as a function of time step also lies
within the theoretically expected range of second
to third order. Surprisingly, the magnitude of the
drift is virtually identical for all topology types,
and the only difference between them is the time
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TABLE IV.
( )Summary of Maximum Time Steps D t .max

( )D t fsmax

a bTopology type A B

Normal 1 u 3 3
Normal 4 u 6 4
Dummy 1 u 8 7
Dummy 4 u 8 7

a Drift of the total energy as a function of the time step in
( )short 1-ps simulations is still of third order.

b ( )Long 1-ns simulations can be performed without errors.

step at which a transition from third to higher
order occurs. These transition time steps are sum-

Ž .marized in Table IV col. A .

Long-Term Properties

From Table III it is immediately obvious that
the average RMS deviation from the starting struc-
ture in the last 100 ps of each run with respect to
the starting structure, the secondary structure con-
tent in the last 900 ps, and the average total num-
ber of hydrogen bonds in the last 900 ps are not
noticeably influenced by the introduction of dum-
my atoms, heavy hydrogen atoms, or large time
steps.

Ž .In Table IV col. B , a summary is given of the
maximum time steps for which a 1-ns simulation
could be performed without errors. These time
steps are somewhat smaller than those obtained
from monitoring the energy drift, as summarized
in column A. Because the energy drift was deter-
mined from simulations in vacuum, it could be
expected that this difference is due to the interac-
tions between protein and water. However, tests of
long simulations of the protein in vacuum yield
the same maximum time steps as those found for
the protein in water. This means that the time-
step-limiting-factors arise from the protein and not
from the water, as can also be seen from compari-
son of the maximum time steps found for the

Ž .water box see Table II and for the protein in
Ž .vacuum see Table IV .

In Figure 3, interprotein hydrogen-bond dis-
tance and angle distributions are shown. It is clear
that the introduction of dummy atoms gives rise to
slightly broader distributions. This is to be ex-
pected, because, for normal hydrogens, the bond
angle can adjust itself to accommodate an optimal

( )FIGURE 3. Interprotein hydrogen bonds. A
( )Donor]acceptor distance distribution and B hydrogen

donor]acceptor angle distribution, averaged over all
( )simulations without dummy atoms ‘‘normal’’ and with

( )dummy atoms ‘‘dummy’’ . All distributions appear to be
insensitive to changes in time step and hydrogen
masses.

hydrogen-bonding conformation. Removing this
freedom by constructing the hydrogen as a dummy
atom makes adjustment impossible, giving rise to
more suboptimal hydrogen-bonding conforma-
tions and, hence, a slightly broader distribution. In
contrast, no effect on the distributions is noticeable
from changing hydrogen masses or time step.

In Figure 4, dihedral angle distributions are
plotted for the C—NHq dihedral angle, averaged3

Ž . Žover time steps Fig. 4A and topology types Fig.
.4B . It is clear that neither introduction of dummy

atoms in the —NHq group, nor increase of mass3

of the hydrogen atoms, nor taking larger time
steps has a noticeable effect on the dihedral angle
distributions.

FIGURE 4. Dihedral angle distributions in Lys24—NH+
3

( )of the protein. A Averaged over all time steps for each
( )topology type. B Averaged over topology types for time

(steps of 1, 2, 4, and 7 fs see Table III for an overview of
)simulations at different time steps and topology type .
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Discussion and Conclusions

In MD simulations of proteins, in which bond
lengths are constrained, the usual time step is 2 fs.
This is only slightly below the absolute maximum,
which is shown to be 3 fs, the 2-fs maximum being
a practical limit imposed by the use of the SHAKE

algorithm. To perform simulations at larger time
steps, the hydrogen degrees of freedom should
be further restricted. This can be done either by
defining additional constraints, or by treating hy-
drogen atoms as ‘‘dummy’’ atoms, constructed
from neighboring ‘‘real’’ atoms. We have chosen

Ž .the latter approach because it: i avoids problems
Ž .with constraints in planar groups; ii allows the

combination of two constrained and one flexible
Žangle in a plane as for the backbone amide pro-

. Ž .ton ; and iii enables the use of the more stable
LINCS constraint algorithm instead of SHAKE to
satisfy constraints.

The removal of hydrogen degrees of freedom is
not expected to cause a noticeable disturbance in
the physical behavior of the system on longer time
scales, because the hydrogen motions are almost
uncoupled from the main chain vibrations. This
stands in contrast to the strongly coupled heavy-
atom bond-angle vibrations that influence the ac-
cessible configurational space and can therefore
not be treated as constraints.32 Treating all hydro-

Ž .gens as dummy atoms ‘‘dummy 1 u’’ allows the
Žtime step to be increased by a factor of 2.3 see

.Table IV, col. B .
The bottleneck is now the internal rotation or

libration of hydrogen-containing groups and of
Ž .water molecules see Table I . The frequencies re-

lated to such motions will scale inversely propor-
tional to the square root of the moments of inertia
and can thus be decreased by modification of the
atomic masses. For classical simulations the ther-

Žmodynamic properties do not depend on the dis-
.tribution of atomic masses. Dynamic properties of

a protein on longer time scales will only weakly
depend on the mass of hydrogen atoms in the
protein, and depend on the properties of water
through its bulk transport properties.

Increase of hydrogen mass by a factor of four
with simultaneous decrease of the mass of the
bonded heavy atom to preserve the total mass of

Ž .the group ‘‘normal 4 u’’ allows for only a modest
Ž .increase of a factor of 1.3 see Table IV, col. B .

Combining the use of dummies with mass modifi-
Ž .cation ‘‘dummy 4 u’’ allows for an increase in

time step of 2.3, which is identical to that observed
for ‘‘dummy 1 u.’’ It appears that no additional
gain comes from increasing hydrogen masses in a
system in which most hydrogen atoms in the pro-
tein are already treated as dummy atoms; how-
ever, a gain in simulation stability is to be ex-
pected.

The viscosity of water increases and diffusion
coefficient decreases by roughly 15%; therefore,
the net gain in simulation efficiency can be up to
15% lower than expected based on the increased
time step. Additionally, when a neighbor list is
used, the efficiency gain will be slightly less; when
the neighbor list is to be updated, for example,
every 20 fs, counting in integration steps it must
be updated more frequently.

Using both dummy atoms and modified masses,
the next bottleneck is likely to be formed by the

Žimproper dihedrals which are used to preserve
.planarity or chirality of molecular groups and the

peptide dihedrals. Although the improper di-
hedrals could be replaced by dummy-atom con-
structions, or their potential function modified to
reduce the resonance frequencies, the peptide di-
hedral cannot be changed without affecting the
physical behavior of the protein. Thus, we have
approached the limit of what can be achieved
without affecting the physical behavior.

While we would like to conclude from this
discussion that measuring the drift in total energy
of a simulation allows one to determine the maxi-
mum time step given a maximum order of the
drift as a function of the time step, this appears to

Ž .be not always valid. Table IV col. A shows that
this criterion would allow for a time step of 3 fs for
normal simulation, and an increase by a factor of
two for simulating with hydrogen atoms of 4 u.
Introducing dummy hydrogens atoms will allow
for a gain in the maximum time-step of factor of
2.7, irrespective of the mass of remaining hydro-
gen atoms. As is evident when comparing columns
A and B in Table IV, in real-life examples the
maximum time steps will be somewhat lower. It
appears that monitoring the total energy drift fails
to capture some important features of the simu-
lated system that determine the integration accu-
racy and stability. This is most pronounced for the
‘‘normal 4 u’’ case; based on energy drift, a maxi-
mum time step of 6 fs would be expected, but an
actual simulation of a protein in water remains
stable only up to time steps of 4 fs.

It seems therefore best to choose an important
Ž .property or a number of properties of the system

for which a reference value or distribution is
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Žknown either from experiment or from an accu-
.rately performed reference simulation , and moni-

tor this property during simulation. This, however,
gives rise to a new problem, because, for many
systems, such a property might be hard to find.

The most practical approach to determine the
maximum time step is simply to determine for
which time steps the simulation itself will remain
stable. From Table IV, it can be seen that increas-
ing hydrogen atom mass will allow for a modest
increase in time step from 3 to 4 fs; however,
introducing dummy hydrogen atoms allows the
time step to be increased to 7 fs and the combina-
tion of increased hydrogen atom mass and dummy
hydrogen atoms will give the same time step of
7 fs, but with slightly less fluctuation in cer-
tain simulation parameters, and presumably better
long-term stability.

Finally, we can say that an increase in time step
from 2 to 7 fs, a factor of 3.5, for routine MD
simulations of proteins in water, can be achieved
by constructing hydrogen atoms in the protein as
dummy atoms, leading to a gain in simulation
efficiency from a factor of 3 to 3.5. Additional
simulation stability can be gained by increasing
the mass of all hydrogen atoms with remaining
degrees of freedom from 1 to 4 u.
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Appendix: Redistribution of Forces on
Dummy Atoms

Dummy atoms are virtual particles with posi-
tion r , which are constructed from the positions ofd
the real particles, r . Therefore, every r is a knowni d
function of r values. Any force, F , on a dummyi d
atom is redistributed to the real atoms on which rd
depends. When a linear combination of three atoms
is used in constructing the dummy atom, the
weights for redistributing the forces are equal to
those used in the linear combination. This redistri-
bution becomes nontrivial if normalization is used

in constructing the dummy atom, as is the case for
the dummy types used for aromatic, amide, and

Ž .amine hydrogens see Fig. 1B and C .
Ž X.The force acting on atom i F as a result of thei

force on the dummy atom must be calculated from
the partial derivative of the position of the dummy
atom with respect to the position of atom i7:

 r  V  rd dX Ž .F s y ? s ? F 6i x d x  r  xi d i

Here V is the potential energy expressed in posi-
tions of real and dummy atom positions. Analo-
gous expressions are valid for the y and z compo-
nent.

Ž .For type B see Fig. 1B , the position of the
dummy atom d is calculated from the positions of
the constructing atoms i, j, and k as follows:

r q ari j jk Ž .r s r q b 7d i < <r q ari j jk

Ž .where r s r y r . Using eq. 6 to calculate thei j j i
redistributed force for atoms i, j, and k yields:

bX Ž .F s F y g F y F g si d d 1 < <r q ari j jkX Ž . Ž .F s 1 y a g F y F where:j d 1 r ? Fi d dX F s rŽ .F s ag F y F 1 i dk d 1 r ? ri d i d

Ž .8

Ž .For type C see Fig. 1C the position is calcu-
lated using:

r ri j H
r s r q b cos a q b sin ad i < < < <r ri j H

r ? ri j jk Ž .where: r s r y r 9H jk i jr ? ri j i j

Ž .with corresponding forces, using eq. 6 :

b cos a b sin a r ? ri j jkXF sF y F q F q Fi d 1 2 3ž /< < < <r r r ? ri j H i j i j

b cos a b sin a r ? ri j jkXF s F y F q F qFj 1 2 2 3ž /< < < <r r r ? ri j H i j i j

b sin a
XF s Fk 2< <r H
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where:

r ? Fi j d
F s F y r ,1 d i jr ? ri j i j

r ? FH d
F s F y r ,2 1 Hr ? rH H

Ž .10

r ? Fi j d
F s r3 Hr ? ri j i j

Ž .and r as defined in eq. 9 .H
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